Do the right thing

I believe that violence can hurt and bring pain to many people around you. Violence normally starts by arguments or problems between people. When that argument gets worse and worse, people don't know how to solve it or put it past them. That's when they turn to violence or weapons. Another sighs of violence is using weapons or hands. That's known as physical violence. Some violence comes from drugs or stealing people's drugs. People's lives are being taken for the wrong reason. I believe that nobody lives should be taken for any reason. They don't have the right to kill some one just because they are mad or don't care about taking peoples lives. The violence that happens today led's to those that killed someone a life time in jail. Its not really worth going to jail for ever killing some one.

Violence has affected my life because it has taken many love lives. One of my close friends has been shot over violence. It really hurts when you hear that some one you know has got shot or killed over dumb things. One of my cousins had got shot on my porch because he reps a hood. When you choose to rep things bad things happen to come your way. Even though that's my close cousin it really hurts to my heart that he got shot. He had happened to live from the bullet. But if he had not rep any hood he would of dodged a bullet.

I believe that gangs and hoods haves a lot to do with youth violence. If you really want to blame the cause of youth violence, it would be gangs and hoods. That's where all
the guns and weapons and death come from. They are the ones to blame for almost all of
the deaths and murders that are happening in today's world. They either get mad at a
person or shot them. Or go after there hoods and were they live at. Some people just shot
the wrong people. Or people get killed in cross fires. Either way people lives are being
taken for no reason. I think that people should hold a conference to come up with an idea
to get rid of the problem. That might help stop a lot of death that would happen.

I believe that if there is a camera on each street to catch the crime it would help a
lot of the violence that goes on today. By having cops on every street it's a most likely
chance that the murders are caught as soon as they shot the first bullet. They people in the
community should hold plays, and events that supports why the idea of people that get
killed are wrong. But as long as the community chooses not to step up and do anything.
It's not helping the situation of violence and youth violence from happening. If the gangs
and hoods hear about a way to solve youth violence then it might change there mind
about picking up a gun and going to kill there target. I believe if the murders find a
reason that the community can try and help them. They might not turn to violence but
turn to the community.